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September 15, 2019    Susan Cooke Kittredge 

Ephesians 4:1-6, 14-16           Charlotte Congregational Church, UCC 

 

 

    Tuned to Jesus 

 

 Essential oil diffusers became fashionable about ten years ago; I think the trend started, 

as most trends do, in California or Texas.  The practice, and I use that word intentionally, was 

quickly picked up by women in their thirties and forties, specifically people who need all the 

help they can get.  Whether they are ramping up careers or trying to juggle the incessant 

demands of a family or both, they are a ripe market for anything that purports to deliver 

tranquility and peace.  Suggesting that they take time out of their busy schedules to do something 

more, like pray or meditate, might, well, push them over the edge. 

 How clever it was to offer an elixir for calm that requires no extra expenditure of time; 

I’ve learned that  the expenditure of money, however, can be significant.  Four drops of lavender 

oil in water, turn on the diffuser, watch the warm blue light glow and serenity pervades the 

household.  Not only that, but illnesses will vanish, irritations of both skin and soul, will be 

soothed and peace will prevail.  

 I’m not sure if this actually works or if it’s snake oil in disguise.  Wait, is there an oil 

called “Snake?” What I do know is that when I walk into my daughters’ houses they smell lovely 

and now so does mine. No doubt CBD oil is next. 

 An article in The New Yorker written by Rachel Monroe nailed my reservations on the 

head. She says that she’d read a book called The Chemistry of Essential Oils Made Simple: 

God’s Love Manifest in Molecules.” In it the author, an aroma therapist, writes that essential oils 

have a divine intelligence and discernment that allows them to heal without harming, to provide 

our cells with exactly what we need and nothing we don’t.”  (October 9, 2017 “Something in the 

Air.) 

 Recently I’ve been thinking a lot about suffering, the pain and sorrows we all encounter, 

the suffering that Jesus bore, the unmitigated tragedy that afflicts so many people across the 

world. I tend to get sucked down some pretty weird worm holes when I’m cogitating on a 

sermon. There was something, though, about the appeal of essential oil diffusers that seemed 

connected to our collective suffering. I think it’s our optimistic hope that our pain can be eased 

from the outside, that something in the air will save us from having to feel sad or lonely, save us 

from wringing our hands in pain, save us the chaos, desolation or darkness of our lives, save us 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/0934426996/?tag=thneyo0f-20
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ultimately from ourselves. Of course, diffusers are just another way we try to keep sane, some of 

which are helpful and some not so much. People pray, meditate, exercise, drink, smoke, eat too 

much or too little, do puzzles, handiwork, woodcrafts, create art, music, binge watch TV, you 

name it.  There’s a difference, however, in trying to deny our plagues by some escapist 

behavior—which, let’s face it, has its place and can be really fun—and recognizing that there’s 

something wrong in the first place.  

 The diffuser gets us part way there by acknowledging that a little essence of lavender 

might just calm our nerves.  

 Aromatherapy is nothing new; it has deep roots in ancient Judaism where the burning of 

incense was meant to signify the rising prayers of the people to God. This was, of course, 

adopted by the Catholic Church. Native American use sage to purify spaces and cleanse spirits. 

That our sense of smell might somehow be connected to our inner selves and our faith is worth 

sitting with and thinking about. We know how evocative smells can be; I can still pull from my 

bureau a sweater of my mother’s and feel instantly that she is with me. 

 That millennials comprise the largest market for diffusers is no surprise to me. Many of 

them, many of you, are simply overdone: overbooked, over worked, over screened, over 

connected, over committed, over scheduled, over stressed. One young woman I spoke with 

recently said that sometimes she feels a bit like Jesus on the cross: splayed and nailed to her life.   

 There have been times in all our lives when we’ve felt that way to greater and lesser 

degrees. This is when we turn to God. It’s in times of great suffering and great love that we are 

most open to the transformative power of God. We do have to be willing to experience the pain, 

to let our egoistic guard down and be present to what is gone wrong within and without.  

 Frederick Buechner said in speaking of love: “THE FIRST STAGE is to believe that 

there is only one kind of love. The middle stage is to believe that there are many kinds of love 

and that the Greeks had a different word for each of them. The last stage is to believe that there is 

only one kind of love.” (Wishful Thinking) 

 The same can be said of suffering. When viewed from a distance we might be inclined to 

lump it all together. But when it strikes close to home, close to us, we believe it’s our particular, 

personalized trial. The loss of a loved one, physical pain, mental illness, abandonment, poverty, 

financial devastation, loss of job or home, abuse, addiction. We can feel isolated and completely 

alone in our pain even with good friends and family around.  
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 It’s in what we might call maturing suffering that we catch a glimpse of the quivering 

notion that somehow, when we suffer, we are tapping into something much deeper, something 

that is shared at is most elemental level by all people. Suffering unites us when we see our pain 

as a communal, one pain kind of suffering.  

  Jesus exemplified this. Traditionally, the church has taught that his death, his suffering 

saved us; that he died so we could live forever. Honestly, I have to tell you that I’ve been deep in 

the waters of theology for more than 30 years and I still don’t really know what that means. The 

implication has been that, thanks to Jesus’ suffering, we get to go to heaven; it’s a kind of one off 

win. Which makes no sense to me because it suggests that God is the keeper of the score card 

and that just isn’t how I see God. It also suggests that our lives are all about getting someplace 

else when we die and not about living and loving every day right now. 

 But if I see Jesus’ as always being with the marginalized or suffering as an example of 

how to live and share God’s love, I get it completely. Jesus with his arms wide open, feeling the 

pain of rejection, being despised and condemned, enduring the physical, brutal pain of 

crucifixion says from the cross, I am with you forever, no matter what you’ve done, no matter 

how hard it is, no matter how much it hurts; I am bearing it with you. Your pain does not isolate 

you, it connects us. 

 The image on the cover of the bulletin speaks to me of what Jesus offers us. Just come 

over and lay your head down on my feet; rest a bit here; be with me. It also suggests surrender, a 

time when we might finally give up trying to solve, fight or manipulate our way out of our 

problems. It’s a visual image of Step One in all Twelve Step Programs: I can’t do it alone. And 

when we admit our own powerlessness, we are opening ourselves to the One Suffering that we 

all share. Ironically, only when we relinquish our sense of control do we become part of 

something greater, some unifying saving grace known to us and within us as God’s love, known 

to us as resurrection. There is for me a tension here because my sense is that when we tap into 

this universal, communal suffering, it is not a reaching up to God for salvation from our plight, 

but a sinking down into some holiness deep beneath the surface of our everyday lives, deep 

within our souls. It is a surrender to the divine being that unites and loves us all.  

A lot of the time, however, this sinking only feels like pain or suffering; this 

submergence into the dark is just that: dark and lonely. But as Paul says, “we are one body, one 

spirit, one God who is over all, in all and through all.” Even present in our darkest hours.   It is 

when we stop running from that sucking feeling and just lay our head down on the feet of Jesus 
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that the shimmering of new life, new hope can be born.  As Barbara Brown Taylor says “...new 

life starts in the dark. Whether it is a seed in the ground, a baby in the womb, or Jesus in the 

tomb, it starts in the dark.” (Learning to Walk in the Dark).  It doesn’t happen all at once; change 

and growth take time. It’s interesting to note that the Latin root of the word “patience” is the 

same root shared by the word “suffering.”  Ambrose Bierce, in his whimsical book, The Devil's 

Dictionary, said this of patience: "Patience, n. A minor form of despair, disguised as a virtue." 

To wait then, to be patient is admittedly in some measure to suffer. The key point is that we 

don’t do this alone, when we entertain the notion that in any suffering and pain we experience, 

we are with Jesus, it may not feel so lonely. I’m of course not advocating that you go out and 

thrash yourselves with sticks, but know rather that Jesus was a man of sorrows and acquainted 

with grief who did not hide from shame and spitting. 

As Richard Rohr says, “One of the only ways God can get us to let go of our private 

salvation project is some kind of suffering. This is why we Christians hang the cross at the center 

of our churches. ... Yet .  ..it seems we don’t really believe what the cross teaches us — that the 

pattern of death and resurrection is true for us too, that we must die in a foundational way or any 

talk of “rebirth” makes no sense. I don’t know anything else that’s strong enough to force you 

and me to let go of our ego. Somehow our game has to fall apart. However we’ve defined 

ourselves as successful, moral, better than, right, good, on top of it, number one...has to fail. It 

just has to. This is the point when you don’t feel holy; you feel like a failure. You don’t feel 

worthy; you feel very unworthy. . . It’s not what you do for God; it’s what God has done for you. 

You switch from trying to love God to just letting God love you. And it’s at that point you fall in 

love with God. (“The performance principle.”) 

Falling in love with God. It’s hard to resist someone who adores you and this ultimately 

is what our laying down at Jesus’ feet opens up for us. Because it’s all about love, the love we 

receive when we share our pain, the love that we give when others share with us. And this love is 

not just ours, it’s not something we own or manufactured, it comes always from God’s 

indwelling spirit within and without us. What is required is that we open our hearts and expose 

our pain and our love. Maybe a first step is realizing that when we do something that might help 

restore us—plug in the essential oil diffuser, light a candle, pray, meditate, go for a walk or run 

without earbuds, climb a mountain, go for a sail, have a good cry—we are in our own way laying 

down at Jesus’ feet.   We’re tapping into the collective suffering and love that binds us together. 
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A.W. Tozer, a Christian minister who was born in the late 19
th

 century referred to this 

when he said, “Has it ever occurred to you that one hundred pianos all tuned to the same tuning 

fork are automatically tuned to each other?  They are of one accord by being tuned, not to each 

other, but to another standard to which each one must individually bow. So one hundred 

worshippers together, each one looking to Christ, are in heart nearer to each other than they 

could possibly be were they to become “unity” conscious and turn their eyes away from God to 

strive for closer fellowship.”  (The Pursuit of God.) 

 People have said that they love the community of the Charlotte Congregational Church, 

and while I’d not argue with how lovely it is, you know you can find community and fellowship 

elsewhere.  What is different here is that we are all in our varying ways tuned to Jesus, sharing 

his suffering and his love, tuned to the promise of resurrection this very day and forever more. 

 

         Grace and Peace. 


